
Numeracy and Mathematics
1 more and 1 less

Exploring capacity
Repeating patterns using 3D shapes 

Number recognition to 20
Counting forwards and backwards in 1s and 10s 

Days of the week and Months of the Year 
Number bonds to 10 and addition and subtraction to 10

Temperature; hot and cold sorting, reading numbers from weather reports 
and simple thermometers. Comparing temperatures and weather data in 

different parts of the World. 
Reading measurements on a rain gauge and exploring capacity 

Money; what would you buy for different weathers/clothes/supplies/care 
packages 

Expressive Arts
Weather songs with actions and rhymes

Making Sun Catchers and Weather wheels 
Creating a Weather Vane or designing a product that will measure rain fall 

Season posters/view out of my window and windmills 
Create a sound story using instruments for different weathers 

Play weather sound bites and guess which weather they are 
Love/Valentines/St Dwynwen’s Day Card/Activities 

Easter Celebrations and Crafts/Cards 
Mother’s Day Cards 

Science and Technology
Science Investigations; Making a rain gauge and measuring rain fall, 

creating foam clouds, walking rainbows, waterproof materials or rainbow 
sweets

Jit Write Weather Poems 
Jit Turtle/Beebots: A Map of Wales/World – coding directions for 

different locations which Barnaby Bear has visited 
Jit Pictogram/Chart of weathers from a weather diary or class survey of 

favourite weather
Jit Chart – average temperature for wales throughout the year

Jit Branch sorting weather using questions and sound bites 
Safer Internet Day 

Jit Animate – animation of how the sun rises and sun sets in a day

Health and Well-being

Online Safety and Safer Internet Day Tasks
Supertalk Discussion Cards; never, always or sometimes 

‘Love’ Circle Time: What is love and who do we love and why?
Weather emotion and feeling cards linked to music; how does music make 

us feel? Different genres 
Weather Safety for different weathers – essential items and care 

packages 
Exploring Dynamic Balance and Agility,

and Static Balance 

Class: Aberafan

Experiences/ 
literature to 

inspire:
Barnaby Bear 
Noah’s Ark

Percy the Park Keeper
Tedi Twt

Dear Greenpeace 
Trip to Plantasia

Spring

Planning 
for 

Learning

Whatever the Weather **Humanities**

Learning about Trallwn, Wales and the Wider World using pictures, 
videos, maps and directions.

Comparing a hot and cold country using Barnaby Bear 
Following directions using instructions and a simple compass

Creating a map with a simple key

Exploring the passing of time through minutes, hours, day, weeks, 
months, seasons and years. How does the environment change over 

time?
How do our actions affect the environment?

Stories; Noah’s Ark and Jonah and the Big Fish

Language, Literacy and Communication

Poetry/Rhymes and Songs linked to the Weather
Persuasive: write about favourite weather giving reasons using simple 

connectives/pyramid ranking weathers from best/worst 
Report: Watch weather reports on BBC Wales Weather and discuss 

language used/model phrases. Create a weather report using a map of 
Wales using locations, temperature, weather and wind speed. 

Instructions: How to keep safe on a hot sunny day; pupils create 
instructions to ensure safety at the beach

Poetry: Winter Acrostic Poem and Rainy Day Poem using alliterations 
Cymraeg: Weather words and clothes for different weathers. Dw i’n

gwisgo / dillad Tedi Twt
Descriptive – describing the different types of weather using adjectives


